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G .0	 SUMMARY
An important application of LANDSAT data is the estimation of crop
acreage and agricultural land usb mapping. 	 tie have investigated the use
of multi -temporal, multi-spectral data in small area agricultural vegeta-
tion mapping in five Kansas LACIE Intensive Test Sites and a portion of
Madison County, Iowa.
The methods of classification we have used include the following:
(1) Linear discrimination, a method which assumes that the
is signals from each crop have a Gaussian distribution with
equal covariance matrices.
(2) A Bayes	 table look-up method, which we have developed
in previous vegetation mapping investigations.
(3) Unsupervised clustering.
(4) An innovative method which attempts to take account of the
phonological properties of growing crops.
(7 In this final report, we concentrate on reportinq on the phonological
method of crop identification.	 The method involves the creation of crop
signatures which characterize multi-spectral observations as phenological
growth states.	 The phenological signature models spectral reflectance
explicitly as a function of crop maturity rather than a function of date.
This means that instead of stacki ng spectral vectors of one observation on
another, as is usually done for multi-temporal data, we try to establish a
correspondence of time to growth state which minimizes the smallest difference
between the given multi-spectral multi-temporal vector and a category mean
P11
vector.	 The results of applying it to the identification of wi'nter wheat
and of corn show (1) the method is capable of discriminating crop type with
about the same degree of accuracy as more traditional classifiers; (2) the
use of LANDSAT observations on two or more dates yields better results than
ri the use of a single observation; and (3) it shows some potential to label
degree of maturity of the crop, as well as crop type.
2In the phenological discrimination process, each multi-spectral
observation from a pixel at a single observation time is labeled as part
of a cluster within crop type. The clustering method was des i gned so that
-	 ^'  Yp 	g 	 g	 c
each cluster would contain observations at the same degree of maturity.
Our experimental results are consistent with the interpretations of the
clusters, but not conclusive. There is significant correlation between
Cr
factors such as irrigation and growth rate. In order to find out what
factors the clusters are associated with and in order to refine the clus-
tering process, further tests are needed using ground truth with detailed 	 A
information on crop condition.
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y	 1.0 LITERATURE REVIEW: THE USE OF LANDSAT MULTI-TEMPORAL DATA IN
AUTOMATIC VEGETATION MAPPING
The use of LANDSAT multi-temporal data for classification of vegetation
is a recent technique made possible by development of techniques of accurate
registration of data from two or more observations of the same area. Computer
compatable tapes (CCT's) of registered scenes of geographical areas observed
at different dates within a growing season are available to researchers from
NASA in Houston and through the LACIE (Large Area Crop Inventory experiment)
program..
Through the use of multi-temporal data, it may be possible to produce
very accurate vegetation maps and crop acrea ge estimates. The use of multi-
temporal data increases the number of channels of information available for
the classifier to up to four times the number of observations, as there are
four spectral bands of data collected by LANDSAT: MSS Band 4 - (.5-.6 um),
MSS Band 5 -r (.6-.7 pm), MSS Band 6 - (.7-.8 pm), MSS Band 7 - (.8-1.1 pm).
The reasons this increase in information could increase classification accuracy
are:
(1) Different sets of classes may be separable at different
times of the year.
(2) The measurements between classes may be mor
F.
e easily
separable in a higher dimensional measure space. Figure
1 illustrates this effect for data in one spectral band
on two observation dates. The measurements for the two
classes to be distinguished are well separated in the
plane, but overlap for individual dates.
(3) Understanding of vegetation phenology could be applied to
the temporal information supplied, perhaps in conjunction
with crop calendar information.
Classification of water, shrubs, and trees in the Great Dismal Swamp
using a winter LANDSAT scene and a spring LANDSAT scene corresponded well with
a map made from aerial infra--red photographs (Gammon and Carter, 1976). In
3
4	 i
i
the winter, the types of evergreens and standing water were easy to distingutsh.-
In the spring, it was possible to separate the classes of deciduous greeneryn
Other investigators have experimented with classification of crop and 	 0
o
forest land (Von Steen and Wigton, 1976; Megier, 1977) and have reported
i Greases in classification using multi-temporal LANQSAT data. Von Steen an-d
Wigton reported an increase in overall classification accuracy of Missouri
cotton, corn, soybeans, and grass discrimination to 58.8% over the best sir7.1-e
a
date classification accuracy of 50.8% using three observation dates late in,
the growing season. L
Some investigators have noted that the benefits of multi-temporal
LANOSAT data are dependent upon data acquisition dates (Landgrebe, 1974; 	 0
Kalensky and Scherk, 1975). Landgrebe reported a decrease in classificatioo,
accuracy of Illinois corn and soybeans using the best date/band combinatiang
from three observations: August 9, September 12, and October 2. However,
} 00
classification using MSS bands from September 12 and October 2 late season
and therefore non-optimal observation dates, was better than classification
using data from either of these dates alone. Similarly, Kalensky and Scherk
^	 G
noted that classification accuracy of forest maps was not improved significantI"y
by multi-temporal classification, but was consistently close to tie best 	 0
observation date classification. It seems then that higher dimensionality
of multi-temporal information can be used to achieve good classification of
vegetation when optimal observation dates are not available, such as when an
°	 o
	agricultural scene is obscured by cloud cover on mid-season dates of LANOSAT
	
o
overpasses.
Most .ivestigators have used maximum likelihood supervised discriminationj^
	
with the assumption that the measurement vectors from each class of data have 	 a
a Gaussian distribution. The simplest classification with this method assumes
-.,:	 ^	 '._	 •. :Y	 r_^•: . C,I .	 K^._.M FYD	 ..i: .... .^-. may_:'	 .wn+.r":w	
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5	 e
that the covariance for each vegetation class is the same. It turns out that
in this case the maximum likelihood rule assigns measurements to the class
whose mean measurement is nearest. If the a priori probability of each class
is assumed to be the same, the measu; -e of "nearness" is the Mahalanobis
distance:
(x - u i )'	 (x - ui)
where
x = measurement to be classified
u i
 = mean measure of the i-th characters
Z= the covariance matrix
Multi-temporal data has been used in the application of non-parametric classi-
fication techniques as well. LeToan (LeToan et. al., 1977) have tested methods
of supervised, non-parametric discrimination to estimate acreages of rice'
fields. The best acreage estimate of rice with multi-temporal data used bary-
centric distance. The barycentric distance between two measurements
xl = (x11,...,x1114) and x2 
= (x27'"•'X	 is a wei ghted Euclidean distance:
r^
d2
 (x1 ,::2 ) _	 k^ (xl _ x2) 2
where the weights k  are chosen to optimize the classification of a sample
within the agricultural scene. Kauth (Kauth, et. al., 1977) has developed
BLOB, an unsupervised clustering technique that incorporates both spatial
coordinates and multi-temporal multi-spectral LANDSAT gray tones into measure-
meet vectors.
2.0 THE DATA
There were five LACIE Intensive Test Sites, all in Kansas, involved
in the study. We received a tape for each study site which contained
reg istered ERTS images for that site for a number of dates in the 1973-1974
crop year, together with an aerial photograph and overlaying transparency
showing ground truth and some soil maps from the Johnson Space Center. Two
of these sites, Morton County and Rice County, were analyzed extensively.
The General Electric Space Division in Beltsville, Maryland, provided
us with a tape containing resampled (50 meter x 50 meter) LANDSAT data of
Madison County, Iowa for four dates in the 1975 growing season and a county
map with corn and soybean fields drawn in it.
Weather data for all the areas studied was obtained from Climatological
Data, Iowa 1975-1975 and Climatological Data, Kansas 1973-1974, published by
the U.S. Environmental Service. Additional information on weekly precipita-
tion in Morton County and the condition of wheat in southwestern Kansas was
extracted from the 1973-1974 issues of Kansas Weekly Weather-Crop Reports,
obtained from the Kansas Crop and Livestock Reporting Service.
i
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An additional band of crop type ground truth was created for-the areas
	 -	 =
which have been studied intensively, Morton and Rice Counties. These are
"shrunken" ground truth maps in which pixels on boundaries are removed From
ground truth. These bands of ground truth were created after it was deter-
mined using linear discrimination (see Section 4.1), that there was some
small amount of temporal and ground truth misregistration. In further data
analysis, the "shrunken" ground truth was used in the selection of training
data and in evaluation of our classified images.
The 128 gray tone levels of the LANDSAT data were quantized, using an
equal interval algorithm, to 32 levels. For each band, the quantizer finds
the minimum and maximum LANDSAT gray tone level, MIN and MAX, and converts
the gray tone level G to MAX - MI
N + 1 	
32. This operation is done for
three reasons:
(1) Reduction of storage space of the SIF image on disk and
image processing time.
(2) Rendering the data suitable for classification with some
of the computer routines we used. The table look-up
procedures, Bayes, and second order phenological discrimi-
nation, require quantized data because the PDP-15 does riot
have sufficient core for storing tables for 128 level data.
(3) The quantization roughly corrects for camera angle, sun
angle, and atmospheric effects for different observations.
The brightest and darkest pixels for any observation MSS
band combination are always 0 and 31 on the quantized SIF
image. These pixels are objects like roads, bare ground,
and water which should look the same from one time to the
next. All gray tone levels are normalized with respect
to these objects.
3.1 Preprocessing of the Madison County, Iowa Data
Ground truth for the Madison County, Iowa image was quite sparse and
some fields shown on the map were impossible to locate, due to their small
size. Two areas of interest containing concentrations of ground truth
fields identified on the county map were isolated with the aid of the
?i
3.0 PREPROCESSING OF THE KANSAS DATA
Copies of registered temporal ERTS (LANDSAT) computer compatible tapes
r	
for five test sites were provided by the Johnson Space CentL:•.
KANDIDATS ( KANsas Digital Image DATa System) is an image processing
software packa ge developed at the [University of Kansas Center for Research,
Inc., (CRINC). It is designed for the PDP-15 computer and the IDECS, a hybrid
E
image processing and television display system developed at CRINC. The
digital images on the tapes were converted to a Standard Image Format (SIF)
by use of KANDIDATS image processing routines. This is done so that all images
can be accessed and manipulated using standard system routines. SIF allows
z'	 multi-digital images containing both "picture" and "map" information, as well
!	 as the image's processing history. Figure 2 illustrates the file structure.
Since each image covered more than the study site of interest, it was
^ E desirable to "trim" off excess to save storage space and later image pro-
cessing time. Black and white transparencies of the whole ERTS frame were
1	 compared to maps of the area to locate each study site. After outlining a
study site on the transparency with a grease marker, sections of the whole
frame were displayed on the IDECS image display system in order to locate
the area of interest. By this method the section containing the study site
was found and a subimage was produced for further processing.
Two bands of ground truth (crop type and soil type) were then processed
to overlay the multi-picture subimage of the study site. This was done by
trial and error, visually on the IDECS television display, using the KANDIDATS
software package to compute rotations and distortions. Appendices B, C, and
D contain details of rotations and distortions for Rice, Morton, and Saline
counties, respectively.
9
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Figure 2. Illustration of KANDIDATS Standard Image File (SIF) for storing scene graytones and corresponding
ground truth .
ri
IDECS and two subimages created. The total ground truth used consisted of
polygonal areas within 13 corn fields, 3 soybean fields, and the small town
of Winterset. The RANDSAT gray tones were quantized down to 32 levels, in
the same way as with the Kansas data.
AZ
Further investigation, through the use of graphs of the means and of
ranges of the reflectivity of the various soil types, crop types and dates
for Rice County showed noticeable differences in the means within a date
for the different soil types. However, the relation between the means is
clearly different from one date to the next. Thus, the underlying soil
type not only introduces variation in reflectivity as a result of its own
reflective properties when crop cover is less than complete, but also intro-
duces significant variation indirectly due to its attributes which contribute
to the growth rate of a particular crop. It is easy to imagine the complicated
interaction between soil, weather, topology, and crop type.
In an attempt to counter atmospheric affects, straight band ratioing
was tried. This gave 46.4% total correct classification; again a non-
significant increase.
Errors of the third type were easily verified from the coordinates of
those pixels incorrectly classified. No investigation was carried out to
check the correctness of the ground truth.
In analyses of Morton County, the BMDP7M program gave 74.1% total
correct classification, with 84.1% for wheat, 70.2% for the grass category,
59.4% for corn, 71.8% for summer fallow, 40.0% for non-agricultural, 43.2%
for grain sorghum, and 72.7% for rye.
Ante that the percentage of correct classification dramatically increased
for most crop types. This improvement might be attributed to two things:
(1) The excessive rainfall received by Rice County which
resulted in some local flooding.
l:
(2) The Morton County scene observation dates better cover
L	 the growth cycles of the crops of interest.
L •r_
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` N	4.4 ANALYSIS OF KANSAS LACIE INTENSIVE TEST SITES
?	 Some traditional methods of vegetation classification were used on
the five Kansas LACIE Intensive Test Sites. These included linear discrimi-
nation, Bayes table look-up classification, and unsupervised clustering.
4.1 Linear Discrimination
Our image analysis began with the use of linear discriminant algorithms
on unquantized LANDSAT data on the Honeywell 6660 at the University of Kansas
Computation Center. The data samples were input on cards. The details of
this analysis were reported in our Second Progress Report.
The programs used were BMDPD, a general data describing program, and
BMDP7M, a discriminant analysis program (Dixon, 1975). Initially, an inten-
sive analysis was carried out on the Rice County site. The total correct
classification was 46.2%, with 39.7% of the wheat correctly identified, 37.5%
of the grass category, 75.6% of the corn, 28.8% of the summer fallow, 14.3%
of the non-agricultural, and 43.2% of the grain sorghum.
At this point, four possibilities were suggested for the poor rates of
success:
(1) Different soil types were significantly contributing to
the variation in the reflectivities.
(2) Atmospheric effects were contributing significant varia-
tion to reflectivities.
(3) Misclassified pixels were on the edges and attributable
to temporal and ground truth misregistration.
(4) The ground truth for some fields were incorrect or had
changed over the period of observation.
To correct for the first source of possible error, each reflectance band
is
	 was regressed on to soil type, using the REGRESS program (Neely, 1971-1974).
is
	
The equations of all significant regressions were used to calculate residuals
s
	 for the BMDP7M program. However, this led to only a 47.1% total correct
classification, a non-significant increase.
s
I
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MSS Band4/October 1973 - MSS Band4/April 1974, an,! MSS Band4/June 1974 - MS.S
Band4/July 1974 with Bayes decision rule parameters a = .40 and o = 0.028.
Spatial post-processing was also tried on the Rice County image. This
is a reassignment of the categories based on geometric considerations. The
first spatial operation on a category map was to change to reserve decision
category assignments of resolution cells whose neighbors differed. If a
resolution cell has more than n neighboring resolution cells whose assignment
is different, then its category assignment becomes reserved. This has the
effect of eliminating small regions from the classified image. The shrunken
map is then iteratively filled back assigning resolution cells of reserved
decision to the categories of its nearest assigned neighbor. The effect of
the post-processing was to increase overall correct classification. The
most improvement was noted with a shrink with a maximum of one dissimilar
neighbor of the 4 adjacent neighbors followed by one fill. For example,
the overall correct classification described above with three band pairs
was improved to 77%, with 95% correct identification of wheat, 57% for
grain sorghum, 88% for corn, and 20% for summer fallow.
The Saline County image was processed using fewer different parameters.
The error rate step selected the following band pairs as best for the
discrimination step:
MSS Band 4/October I973 - MSS Band 6/October 7973
MSS Band 4/October 1973 - MSS Band 4/April 1974
MSS Band 4/July 1974 - MSS Band 61 July 1974
for the discrimination of the following categories: wheat, grass, corn,
cznVheans, non-agricultural, and grain sorghum. The results of this data
were typically worse than those of Rice County. Poor date-to-date
stration of this data set is su,gested as a partial cause.
15
4.2 Pattern Discrimination with a Bayes Table Look-Up Rule
Four test sites were processed using the table look-up rule, using the
KANDIDATS/BAYES packa ge routines. (For a discussion of the table look--up
method, see Naralick, 1976). These were Rice, Saline, Morton, and Finney
Counties. Sites were typically processed in the following manner after
preprocessing in the manner described in Section 3.0:
(1) An error rate measure (the sum of the Bhatacharyya
coefficients over all pairs of crop categories) was
run for all band pairs for each site. This gave a
measure of which band pairs would produce the best
results for discrimination. The best band pairs
for each site are given in succeeding sections.
(2) The three best band pairs were used in the table
look-up processing. Several levels of error para-
meters were applied to each image. The results are
reported in the following sections.
(3) The best bands were rotated onto the principle axis
by a principal component analysis. The resultant
image was then used as input to steps (1) and (2)
above.
The image ror Rice county was intensely studied. Several band pair sets
were tried along with several different decision rules. The following band
pairs were used with a majority vote decision rule:
MSS Hand 5/July 1974 - PISS Band 71July 1974
MSS Band 4/October 1973 - MSS Band 6/October 1973
MSS Band 4/April 1974 - MSS Band 6/April 1974
This resulted in approximately 50% overall correct identification with 6 or
8 crop categories. Classification of 4 or 8 categories using the intersection
table look-up rule with two or three band pairs was also experimented with,
yielding similar results. Table 4.2.1 shows the results of this method of
classification using the band pairs PISS Band4/July 1974 - MSS Band 7 1July 1974,
k
( `T'
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR RICEB00MB - 19 RICEBGBI3 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
s = .028
.4
COL = ASSIGN CAT
ROW = TRUE CAT
R DEC WHEAT CSORG CORN SUFAL TOTAL = ERR % ERR % SD
UNKWN 3055 2188 795 348 110 6497 0 0 0
WHEAT 211 441 32 19 12 715 63 13 1
GSORG 192 106 211 7 3 519 116 35 1
CORN 136 2 11 259 0 408 13 5 0
SUFAL 60 41 20 0 22 143 61 73 4
TOTAL 3655 2778 1069 633 147 8282 253 31 0
-"ERR 0 149 63 26 15 253 **** **** ****
ERR 0 25 1	 23 9 41 24 **** **** ****
Table 4.2.1 Contingency table for Rice County image
with no spatial processing
62% of the wheat identified
14% of the non-wheat identified as wheat
t?
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$ayes discrimination of the Dorton County image followed the steps
outlined above. The error rate measure selected the following bands as
best for discrimination:
MSS Band 5/May 9, I974 - MSS Band 7/May 9, 1974
MSS Band 5/May 27, 1974 - MSS Band 7/May 27, 1974
MSS Band 5/June 2, 1974 - MSS Band 7/July 2, 1974
Discrimination with the Bayes intersection table look-up methods gave 45%
overall correct classification, with 49% of the wheat correctly identified,
48% for grass, 24% for corn, and 49% for summer fallow. It is interesting
to note that with linear discrimination better results were obtained from
the Morton County site than the Rice County site; however, with the Rayes
technique, ,just the opposite was found.
Further processing of the Morton County image included rotating the
best bands on their principle axis for a principle component analysis. This
did not result in significantly improved identification.
The last site processed was Finney County. Again, the steps outlined
above were followed for this site. The error rate measure selected the following
I
band pairs.
MSS Band 5/October 1973 - MSS Band 7/October 1973
MSS Band 5/April 1974 - MSS Band 7/April 1974
MSS Band 5/July 1974 - MSS Band 7/July 1974
The results were 32% overall correct classification with 41% correct classi-
fication of wheat, 16% for grass, 44% for corn, 5% for summer fallow, and
10% for grain sorghum. Again, principal component analysis was performed
a
with no significant improvement in classification accuracy.
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CONTIN6 CY TABLE FOR MORISBOOMB - 23 MORISBOBYO - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10 **(D"
a = .0245	 0
a" = .35	 ^	 y
rnI =ASSIGN CAT	 a
e o
ROW = TRUE CAT	 ^^	 o
R DEC J WHEAT GRASS CORN SUFAL G RYE TOTAL "ERR % ERR % Gp
UNKWN 8593 2085 505 141 , ;8 1392 72 17 12805 0 4 .0
WHEAT 1931 1962 1 0 89 0 2 3985 92 4 Q
CRASS 529 7 490 0 2 0 0 1028 9 2 Q
CORN 541 4 0 175 6 14 0 740 24 12 0
SUFAL 1583 9 3-.. 5 1521 2 4 3127 23 1 10i
GSORG 194 1 0 2 10 13 0 220 13 50;
RYE 161 27 0 0 47 0 16 251 74 82 2
TOTAL 13532 ' 4095 999 323 3067 101 39 22156 235 25 Q^H
"ERR 0 48 4 7 154 16 6 235 ** **
% ERR 0 2 1 4 9 55 27 1.6 *** **
Table 4.2.3 Contingency table of the Morton County
image
O a
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR RICEBOOMB - 19 RICEBG113 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
a _ ,028
«- .4
COL = ASSIGN CAT
ROW = TRUE CAT
R DEC WHEAT GSORG CORN ISUFAL TOTAL I#ERR % ERR % SD
UNKWN 0 4581 1092 776 48 6497 0 0 0
WHEAT 0 681 21 13 0 715 34 5 0
GSORG 0 188 298 33 0 519 221 43 2
CORN 0 39 8 360 1 408 48 12 1
SUFAL 0 82 31 1 29 143 114 80 3
TOTAL 0 5571 1450 1183 78 8282 417 35 0
-V ERR 0 309 60 47 1 417 *'^'^* *** ****
°6 ERR 0 31 17 12 3 15 **** **** ****
Table 4.2.2 Contingency table for Rice County image
with spatial processing
^k
e f
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Doubling every pixel vertically and horizontally before clustering
improved results considerably. This increased the image Size by a factor
of four because such pixel has replaced by tour copies of itself. The
spatial clustering not only picked up more fields, but the shapes of the
fields were better.
4.3.1 Unsupervised Clustering of the Morton County Image
The Morton County image was expanded in the manner described in the
previous section, MSS Bands 5 and 7 of the October 23 and July 2 dates
were used in the spatial clustering stela. This resulted in the definition
of 607 regions on the image. MSS Bands 5 and 7 on all five observation
dates were used for spectral clustering. The 607 regions were reduced to
131 classes in 7 iterations and into 23 classes in 10 iterations.' Visual
S;	 examination of print-outs of the images showed that a group of pixels was
labeled in the interior of almost every ground truth field. Also, pixels
within each -Field were labeled the same, because of the spatial clustering.
s	 Table 4.3.1 shows a contingency table comparing ground truth versus
the 23 class clustered image. In order to create the contingency table,
the expanded image had to be shrunk back down to the original unclustered
image size. This caused the disappearance of many of the 23 classes, which
were small and not associated with major types of land use, which is why the
table shows no pixels for some cluster members. Note that most clusters
include pixels from more than one ground truth class. This shows that fields
of different crop types are often more spectrally alike than fields of the
same crop. Table 4.3.2 shows the contingency table of ground truth versus
the 131 clusters. One would expect that with such a large number, of clusters,
each cluster would represent a sub-class of a single crop type. However,
F"..
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4.3 Unsupervised Clustering
Some unsupervised clustering was performed on the LACIE Intensive
Test Sites in Rice, Morton, Saline, and Finney Counties in Kansas. As the
term implies, unsupervised clustering is a classification process that does
not use a training data set. The clustering is done in two steps. In the
first step, spatial clustering is performed to determine spectrally homo-
geneous areas in the image by gradient thresholding. This process creates
t
an image in which boundary pixels are labeled °
	 and contiguous groups of
pixels within boundaries are uniquely labeled. In the second step, contig-
uous areas are clustered so that pixels in spatial clusters which are
spectrally similar have the same label. This.is an iterative process. Thep	 Y	 P
spectral similarity is measured by the Euclidean distance function in the
multi-dimensional space defined by the quantized ERTS bands on the original
3
image. In addition to the steps just described, some noise cleaning and
constrast enhancement were performed on the images to improve the clustering.
The gradient function used for spatial clustering is the Robert's
?	 gradient defined to operate on multi--band images, as each test site image
is. It was found that using pre and post wheat harvest dates (October
and July) gives a much better definition of the field boundaries than a
single date. AIso MSS Bands 5 and I have better spatial definition than
Bands 4 or 6. Using all bands on all dates would give poor boundary
definition because of inexact registration of bands. It was found by use
n
of the IDECS television display that average registration was off sometimes
by cne.cr two cells between dates.
[11"
TABLE 4.3.1
CONTINGENCY.TABLE OF 23 CLUSTERS VERSUS GROUND TRUTH - !MORTON COUNTY
COL = CLUSTER NUMBER
o'
	 ROW = TRUE CATEGORY
f
I
;
I
1 2 3 4 5 1 6 7 8	 1	 9	 1	 10	 ill 12 13	 1 14 15	 1 16 17	 118 19 20 i 21 22 1 23
Unknown 1434 761. 1105 102 32 0 18 0 59 48 0 14 1	 1 0 0 0 13 0 8 0 0 0 0
Wheat 1542 124 106 0 13 0 3 0 0 0 0 9$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grass 0 0 622 0 0 0 0 0 0 79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Corn 1 36 184 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S. fallow 155 327 1022 371 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 3 0 0
G. sorghum 15 19 12 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rye 8 14 0 65 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 3154 12x1 3051 F55 45 0 23 0 59 127 0 112 VIE 0 1 .	 0 0 0 8 1	 0 0 0 0
if .
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there are several clusters containing substantial numbers of pixels from
two ground truth crop types. Most notably, several clusters are divided
between wheat and summer fallow. There are two possible reasons for this.
One reason is that the ground truth is in error. Another explanation is
that unusual conditions are causing some wheat and some fallow fields to
look very similar. Perhaps volunteer wheat grew in some of the summer falloh
fields. The 1973-1974 growing season in Morton County was very dry, with
the result that some of the wheat fields were abandoned (see Appendix H).
t
t
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TABLE 4.3.2 (continued)
CONTINGENCY TABLE OF 130 CLUSTERS VERSUS GROUND TRUTH -- MORTON COUNTY
COL = CLUSTER NUMBER
ROW = TRUE CATEGORY
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34	 135 < 36	 37 3E < 39 40 , 41 42 43 44 1 45 46 47
Unknown 2 0 1 0 63 2 0 28 0 178 475 0 1 36 26 0 0 O 6 10 0 2 5 1 3
Wheat 3 0 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 j	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1. 0
Grass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 622 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Corn 0 0 0 0 16 9 0 15 0 0' 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0
S. fallow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 90 232 0 0 225 0 0 0 10 4 0 0 0 0 0
G. sorghum 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 10 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 f
Rye 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 5 0 79 0 79 11 0 53 0 286 1335 1	 0 137 1 251 0 0 0 16 33 0 3 5 2 3
E	 "^	 . y ^.
COL = CLUSTER' NUMBER
R014 = TRUE CATEGORY
^I
48 49 50 51 52 53 54 1 55 1 56 57 58 1 59 60 1 61	 1 62^ 63 164 1 65	 66	 67 1 68 69 70 71
Unknown 3 18 0 32 0 146 13 1	 6 0 4 7 0 0 3 j 0 0 1 0	 6	 0 0 10 0 0
Wheat 13 41 0 65 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 90	 0 0 1 0 0 0
Grass 0 .0 0 0 0	 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0	 0 0 0 0 0
Corn 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0	 0 0 0 0 0
S. fallow 1	 0 0 0 0 0	 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 117 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0 0 0 0
G. sorghum 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0	 0 .0 3 0 0
Rye 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0 0 0 0
Total 16 59 0 105 0 166 13 21 0 4 33 0 5 120 1	 0 0 9 0 96	 0 0 13 0 0
TABLE 4.3.2 (continued)
CONTINGENCY TABLE OF 130 CLUSTERS VERSUS GROUND TRUTH - MORTON COUNTY
;:!
J^
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TABLE 4.3.2 (continued)
CONTINGENCY TABLE OF 130 CLUSTERS VERSUS GROUND TRUTH - MORTON COUNTY
i
i	 COL = CLUSTER NUMBER
ROY! = TRUE CATEGORY
72 T 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 183 184 X85 1 86 1 87 88 1 89 1 90 91 92 1 93 94 95
Unknown 4 1 0 2 0 1 O 4 0 0 5 1	 0 1	 0 0 3 7 54 0 0 3 26 0 2 3
Wheat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Grass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 1 0	 1 0
Corn 0 56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 15 0
S. fallow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G. sorghum 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 4 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rye 0 0 0 0 0 0
101
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 4 11 1 2 0 1  0 2 9 0 0 0 7 19 54 0 O 5 23 0 17 8
COL = CLUSTER NUMBER
ROW = TRUE CATEGORY
96 197 198 99 1100 101 102 103 104 1105 106	 1107 1108 109 1110 111	 1112 113 114 115
Unknown 6 0 0 0 4 10 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
Wheat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 6
Grass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Corn 2 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S. fallow 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G. sorghum 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rye 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 8 0 0 0 10 43 25 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 6
L ^
TABLE 4.3.2 (continued)
CONTINGENCY TABLE OF 130 CLUSTERS VERSUS GROUND TRUTH - MORTON COUNTY
COL = CLUSTER NUMBER
R014 = TRUE CATEGORY
116 117 118 119 120 121 1 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 I39	 1 130
Unknown 1 0 0 0 0 0 1	 4 0 8 0 0 1 3 0 6
Wheat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Corn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S. fallow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0
G. sorghum 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rye 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Total 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 1	 8 1	 Q 0 1 3 2 0
9^
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5.0 PHENOLOGICAL DISCRIMINATION MOTIVATIONS
A fundamental problem in crop identification with LANDSAT data is
the number of variables in addition to crop type that influence observed
spectral reflectance values from a crop canopy. Among these is degree
of maturity of the crop, or phenological stage, which can vary even within
a small area at a given time. For example, Nalepka (Nalepka, 1977) has
observed significant differences in phenological stage of.winter wheat
between -Fields in Kansas LACIE Intensive Test Site and even between areas
within the same field. Furthermore, it is possible for one field to.be .
at the same stage of maturity as a nei ghboring field was 18 days earlier.
Differences in growth stage are particularly s"gnificant in the later parts
of the growing season of winter wheat due to tfie rapid changes in appear-
ance that occur with maturation, cutting, and in some cases, tilling of
	
I
	
the fields.
We have experimented with a crop discrimination method that takes
account of and utilizes this growth stage factor. Multi-temporal classifi-
cationis usually carried out by simply appending the spectral reflectance
vectors observed at one time with the spectral reflectance vectors observed
at another time. Then one processes the new data set as if it were vectors
like a single observation data set. The usual crop signature is a set of•
these multi-temporal and multi-spectral vectors associated with the crop
type. We use a crop signature which consists of sets of multi-spectral
vectors associated crop type-growth states. Associated with each crop is
an "M-th order signature" which is a set of M +l-tuples (g; al,...,aM)
where g is a growth state for the crop and (ai,...,aM) is an ordered set of
	
^ y
	gray tone values for a subset of size M of the four LANDSAT MSS bands. We
	
k	 say that a pixel is of a crop if: (1) Each set of observed gray tones on
F!,
1W
	
i_
a particular date is consistent with some growth stage g described in the
	 iI
signature and (2) These g's are consistent with what we know about vegeta-
tion phenology: the g's must be chronologically ordered. Classification
is done by eliminating inconsistent category choices. If more than one
category is left after the process of elimination, then the pixel is
unclassified.
To illustrate the meaning of this, consider a 2-band simple first-order
example. Suppose observations (al ,a2 ) and (aj,a') of a small patch of ground
are taken at times t  and t2 using the bands b l , b2 . This can be classified
by determining, for each category c, the first growth stage g l such that
(g l ,al ) and ( 9 l , a2 ) is in the signature for c. If there is no such growth
state, then the category c is not consistent with the observed spectral
reflectance and c is not a possible classification for the pixel. If there
is not a later growth stage 92 > g I of category c such that (9 2 ,ai) and
(92 ,a^) is in the signature for c, then c is not a possible classification
for the pixel.	 We may also impose restrictions on the growth states because
only certain growth states may be possible at a particular observation time.
In that case, c will not be a possible choice if the only growth states
consistent with the observed spectral reflectances are not possible for the
observation times.
The implementation of this discrimination method is in two steps:
	 -r
(l) Signature creation using a training set. We experimented with using
field average gray tones and resampled, cgray tones of randomly chosen
individual pixels within ground fields as training sets, and (2) Ciassifi-^
Ll 14
cation of the picture using the signature. We have tested the method using
first and second-order signatures. The details of implementation in these
two cases is described in following sections.
l
i
1
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5.1 First-Order Phenological Discrimination
First-order category signatures can be estimated from training sets with
an iterative procedure consisting of a step of dynamic programing minimization
followed by averaging very much in the spirit of the TSODATA clustering tech-
nique (Ball and Nall, 1965). Let x(i,j,t) be the observed spectral reflectance
in the i-th band, 1-th sample (pixel or average over a field) of a crop type,
taken at the t-th observation time. The set {x(i,j,t) ( i = I,,..,I; j =
t = I,...,T) is the training set for the category. Let u ba,
 the current mean
spectral signature for the category of interest. u(g,i) is the mean i-ath band
reflectance of a unit in the g-th growth state. The iterative procedure uses
the training set and current mean and computes a new mean si gnature which is
more representative of the data in the training set.
The initial mean s i gnature is the average of the training vectors
whose time components have been simply -interpolated over time to describe
intermediate growth states. For example, say we have 5 observations, 15
growth states, and al (7) and al (2) are the average reflectances in the first
band at the first and second observation times. Then (I ;a l (l)), (2;a 1 (l) +
3{«1 (2) - a l (l))), (3; a1 +- ^(xl (2) - xl (I))) and (4;x 1 (2)) are in the initial
signature u. Figure 3 shows an example of an initial signature of Morton
County wheat with 20 growth states. On each iteration we find a monoto,:ic
T
mapping m: Q ,t) -^- g which minimizes 
E max jx(i,j,t) - u(m(j,t);i)j fort = I i
every sample j. Note that this allows samples at different observation times
to map into the same growth state.
At thf3 end of each iteration the mean signature is updated. Define a
set Ag
 as the set of all unit-observation time pairs which are mapped to growth
state g. The updated mean signature Su l is defined as
I:
i
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The procedure iterates until it reaches a fixed point. This procedure As
0
implemented in the routine GNlSIG. F-,, gures 4 and 5 show the final growth
^ {y I	 a -
state mapping and final mean signature creaW by GNlSIG.
The standard deviation by band and growth state are listed in Table
5.2.2 for the samples mapped into the 20 growth states shown in Figuree4,.
a
The average standard deviation is 1.42. This compares with the average
0
sample standard deviation by band--date of 2.88. 0	 0
a
The first-order signature is generated from the means u'(g,i). H wtl
is in the signature if jai - u'( g,ill < w. The "signature width" o
w's chosen to be about twice ;ate magnitude of theCCaverage standard deviation
of pixel reflectance within the growth stage. Then for each band a l and
a
growth state a, there is an interval of length 2w centered on u'(g,i) of"gray
tone values in the signature, as'shown in Figure 6. We note that, given Ike
a
degree of variation in sample standard deviation for the growth state bands;
a single width for all bands and growth states is orobably not best, but js
chosen for simplicity. Our second order signature allows for different ranges
of gray tones for different bands and growth states.
	 0
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In the discrimination process, one chooses which bands it the signature
to use.. ,, Observed gray tone values for a pixel in these bands must fall wifhjn
these intervals in order for the pixel to be identified as in growth stage .
In the case where more than one growth state ide •,t y fication is possible, the
'	 earliest growth state is idL- tified. In order for a pixel to be identified
asrp op c, each observation Est be identified as being in a growth stage
for crop c and the growth stages must be chronologically ordered, as mentia. d
i`
before. One also has the option of limiting the growth stages to a specified
Q	 o
r
1range for each observation time. The discrimination of crop type using a
mean first-order signature as input is implemented in the program PHNIDV.
}	 If there is more than one crop type to identify, the signatures for each crop
s 
, I
	type are composed into a single file using the program CPSGFL.
s
t:
	 5.2 Second-Order Signature Generation and Discrimination
Second-order signatures are created from the growth state mapping
that was made in the last iteration of the first-order mean signature
generation procedure. The mapping associates observations of sample pixels
with growth states. A three-tuple (g,a. l ,a2 ) is in LiNe second-order signa-
ture of category c for bands b l ,b2
 if there is an observation of a sample
pixel with gray tones a l ,a2
 for bard bl ,b2 . In our study, the range of
gray tone values is 0-31 so that a ,t!cond-order signature can be represented
as a set of 32 x 32 matrices, one for each growth state g. The value of
the matrix entry is the a1 -th row and a2 .-th column is l if (9 1a l ,a2 ) is in
the signature and 0 otherwise. Figures 7 through 11 show the second-order
signature the MSS band pair (4,5) created from the first-order mapping shown
in Figure 5, using the program GN2SIG.
We have considered that such a signature may be too restrictive to use
in the classification process, thus we use a "fill" operation in which neighbors
of entries with value "1" are relabeled with a "I". We experimented with
the use of several types of "fill" operations on the second-order signature.
A "4-fill" is an operation in which the four adjacent entries of a "1" entry
are given a I value. An "8-fill" is an operation in which the four adjacent
and four corner entries of a I entry are given the value 1. We also experi-
mented with a "4-4 fill ,', "4-8 fill", and "8-8 fill" in which "4-fill" and
"8-fill" are applied iteratively. Figure 12 illustrates the effect of the
various types of "fill" on an isolated i entry in the growth state matrix
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Figure 3. Initial mean wheat signature for Morton County test site
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Figure 7. Second order signature graalth states (1-4)
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Figure 8. Second order signature growth states (5-8)
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Figure 9. Second order signature growth states (9--12)
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Figure 10. Second order signature growth states (13-16)
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Figure 11. Second order signature growth states (17-20)
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Finure 12. Types of "fill" used ire second-order
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Figure 13. Effect of spacial fills on a second order signature
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Figure 14. Effect of s pacial fills on a second order signature
i
i
i
Date MSS Band 4 MSS Band 5	 MSS Band 6 MSS Band 7
October 23 16.20 19.38 11.11 19.02
3.07 2.23 E	 1.82 3.09
May 9 6.67 7.52 9.23 12.84
2.07 2.62 1.44 2.24
May 27 9,08 9.97 17.00 15.82
3.50 3.53 2.19 2.24
!June 14 12.21	 13.25 15.88 18.21
3.03 2.90 2.35 2.11
July 2 17.54 17.32 18.84 19.13
3.82 2.88 5.12 5.25
Table 5.2.1. Means and standard deviations of a 120 wheattiel sample from the Morton County Intensive
0	 Tes ) Si te.
n,
i
Y
gg^ .
^Fy
Pi-	 i.
I
^t
t
j
i
s
i
GROWTH STATE 11 WITH	 48 SAMPLES
9.71	 10.90	 17.69	 16.02
1.12	 1.10	 0. e-5	 1.27
rROWTH STATE 12 WITH 24 SAMPLES
12.04	 13. 33 	18.04	 17.75
1.34	 1.46	 1.24	 1.3;
GROWTH STATE 13 WITH	 21 SAMPLES
9.3'3	 10.62	 13. 38 	15.76
1.13	 1.46	 1.17	 1.11
8ROWTH STATE 14 WITH 	 29 SAMPLES
11.41	 12. 83 	 15.24	 18.14
1.25	 1.56	 1.16	 1...6-3
C,ffi H STATE 15 WITH 21 SAMPLES
17.29	 17.24	 19.71	 19.76
1.93	 1.77	 2.07	 1.41
SAMP	
.
GROWTH STATE 16 WITH 46	 LES
54	 14.3	 15.46	 16.59	 17.74
5	 1. 77	 1.47	 1.57	 1.99
CM14TH STATE 17 WITH	 18 SAMPLES
8	 11.33	 12.94	 9.00	 9.06
gq	 1. .901.74	 1.94	 2 25
GROWTH STATE 18 WITH	 20 SAMPLES
14.50	 15.40	 18.85 	 X0.85
1.12	 1.07	 1.06	 0.85	 !'
GROWTH STATE 19 WITH	 26 SAMPLES
17.35	 17.58	 20.69	 21.58
4	 1.55	 0.84	 1.41	 1.69
GROWTH ,STATE 20 WITH	 47 SAMPLES
0	 21.42	 19.70	 22.91	 22.91 
2g	 1.67	 1.61	 1.51	 214
3ROW H STATE 1 WITH 41 SAMPLES
19.07 21.66 11.88 20.41
1.97 1.39 145 1.74
C3ROWTH STATE 2 WITH 31 SALES
15.68 18.45 11.65 22.48
1.53 1.13 0.48 1.34
5:-0M,	 STATE 3 WITH 33 SAMES2
15.21 18.61 10.76 17.82
1.79 1.32 0.49 1.40
GROWTH STATE 4 WITH 16 SAMPLES
11.75 16.50 9.00 IQ 37
2.30.60 0.94 2.64
GROWTH STATE 5 WITH 52 SAMPLES
6. K S. 02 9.37 IZ 46
0.86 0.89 0.90 0.99
GROWTH STATE 6 WITH :37 SAMPLES
4.49 4. 43 7.95 12
1.39 1.64 1.21 0.9
GROWTH STATE 7 WITH 19 SAMPLES
3.34 3.84 13.74 13. 6
1.39 1.72 1.21 1.
GROWTHSTATE 8 WITH 10 SAMES
6.90 7.20 11.90 17.
1.51 0.98 2.02 1.
MGM STATE 9 WITH 31 SAMPLES
8.87 10.32 10.58 12
1.13 1.03 1.16 0.9
GROWTH STATE 10 WITH 30 SAMPLES
7.77 9.10 15 87 14 7
0.99 0.91 0.62 1.
y
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of a second-order signature. Figures 13 and 14 show the effect of the
various kinds of fill on the first growth state of the signature shown in
Figure 7.
5.3 Bayesian Perspective of PhenologicaI Discrimination
In this section we describe a Bayesian framework for phonological
classification of vegetation. We will initially assume that spectral
reflectance is a function of vegetation category, vegetation growth state,
and calendar time. We will neglect effects of atmospheric haze and
geomorphologic soil and moisture variations.
Let G be the set of possible growth states. The growth states will
depend on maturity, biomass, percent cover, and height of vegetation. We
will assume that the growth states of G are ordered according to the
natural maturing cycle which the vegetation undergoes. Let {t l , ... ,tN)
be the set of observation times. The times in the set T are naturally
ordered by the relation earlier than or later than. Let R be the set of
possible reflectance values and B = {1,2,...,MI be the set of M wavelengths
bands of spectral reflectance that can be observed by the sensor.
Let x be a spectral reflectance vector of vegetation category c in
phenological growth stage g at calendar time. We denote the probability
of observing (x,c,g) at a given calendar time t by P(x,c,glt).
For multi-temporal multi-spectral data, the probability function of
spectral reflectance vectors x l ,...,xN coming from a small area ground patch
of categories c l ,...,cN
 in phenological growth stages g l" "1 9N at calendar
k	 times t l ,...,tN respectively, is denoted by
4
P(x ,...,x ,c ,...,c ,g ,...,g
	
t ,...,t )
^-	
1	 N	 l	 N	 Z	 P^	 l	 N	
^ ^
{
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To determine a Bayes rule, the probability P(x
I	 3XN'cl 3 ... IcN	 t	 3...5I	 t N)
be	 Nowmust	 computed.
ri P(xil ...,xMc l 3 ... 5c N	 t l 	 Itil )
E...E	 P(XID ... 3 
xN Icl s " " cN 19 1 3 ... 19N	 tj	 StN),
9 1 	 9N
..z P(x l	'x N	 cl J...$C N391""901""'tN)
^.`: ^_.^ 91	 gm
P(cl3...'cN'gl1""9M
We assume that the reflectance x depends only on crop type c and growth
stage g so that
P ( x	 cN	 c l 2 " ­3cN' g l 1 ... 'gWtls­ "stN)
	 On'tn
Likewise, we assume that vegetative growth is a Markov process depending on
time and vegetation category alone so that
N
P(91!) "'$gN	 c l	 N't I	 t N)	 P(g n	 cn 3 c n-l' t
 n3tn-1)n1
and
P(c l 3 " ' 3cW' g l'j " ' 29N 	tl'3 . . . stN)
Ngls... .19N
	
Cl s--.,CN ,t	 2 ... V tN )	 P(cl.--.'Ctj	 I	 t
1	 N)
A N
^
11	 P(g n	 cnn-n-1'tn-1
n	
'cl'g	 1t n P(clj ... ^cN	 ti	 N)N
Z.
so Ciat the probability for observed categories and multi-spectral reflectances
w	
-	 ^ 15
J
P(x l
 ,... ;xH ,c l ,... ,c^ I tl , ... ,try} -gE P(x l I
C 1 ,9 1 ) P(gl I cl ,tl }
7
• P(x2
	c2' 92 ) P(92	cl $cVgl 41t l 3t2)
g2
1
E*1	 j.
...£ P(X N I CON ) P ( gN I cN-l OCN'gN -l,tN_l1tN)
9N
•P(cll"" CN I tl , .... tN)
In -theory, the -Formula just derived could be used to determine a
Bayes rule in the usual way. In practice, there are too many distribu-
tions to estimate and too many calculations to do to calculate the required
probabilities. However, because the required probability has the form of a
product, if any probability in the product is zero, then the product must
be zero. And a Bayes rule would never make an assignment to a category
with a zero probability. This fact can be utilized to make an efficient
table look--up rule which uses vegetation phenology just by storing in the
table(s) those regions in measurement space having non-zero probability.
The astute reader will undoubtedly wonder why such a decision scheme
has any chance of working at all. Why can it not be that any spectral obser-
vation vector is possible for many growth stages for most categories? The
[jreason that this is not possible is empirical. The probability distributions,`y
are conditioned by crop growth state so that the resulting conditioned prob-
ability distributions are expected to have much smaller variances than the usual 	
l..
unconditioned ones. The conditioned ones, are therefore, much more peaked.
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5.3.1 A Mathematical Description of Classification. Using Phenological
Vegetation Signatures and Prior Constraints
Given observation times t 1 , ... ,tU during which a small area ground patch
is observed, in the previous section we derived a formula for the probability
of a small area ground patch having corresponding vegetation . types cl, ... ,cN
with respective spectral reflectance vectors x l ,...,XN . In this section we
will show how this kind of representation for the probability can be used to
define vegetation signatures and a classification method which can then be
used to recognize vegetation type and vegetation growth state in a structural
pattern recognition manner which is implementable as a table look-up rule.
For simplicity of discussion we will assume that for the observation
times tl, ... 3tN:P the small area ground patch being observed does not change
vegetation type and that the vegetation itself matures in a normal manner.
We will also allow for the possible use of prior information which would
indicate that at given observation times only certain growth states for the
vegetation category are reasonable ones. Such prior constraints can come
from historical crop calendar information, perhaps combined with a vegetation
growth model that uses local weather temperature and moisture information.
Before we define prior constraints vegetation signature, we need to dis-
cus some notational conventions. Let G be the set of possible growth states
for trie vegetation category. The growth states will depend on the maturity,
biomass, percent cover, and height of the vegetation. He will assume that
the growth states of G are ordered according to the natural maturing cycle
which the vegetation undergoes. Let T be the set of observation times. The
times in the set T are naturally ordered by the relation earlier than or A,
'
.
later than. Let R be the set of possible reflectance values and B = {1,2,...,M1 	 +
be the set of M wavelengths bands of spectral reflectance that can be observed
by the sensor. Each spectral return vector x is a member of the set R M . The
mth component of x is the spectral return using the m th wavelength band of
B. -
If the vegetation.category does not change over the period of observa--
M on. so that c  = c for i = 1,2,...,N, then the probability [*1 derived in
the last section is [1;
P(x l , ... ,xN ,r. I t1 5... ,ty "
N
I iT	 E6 P(xn	 c ' gn ) P(gn	 C'°n- l'tn- l'tn)D-P(c)
n = 1	 n
A necessary condition for a Baye r, rule to assign the multi-temporal,
multi-spectral vectors x 1 , ... ,x N to category c is for P(x1,...,xN,c I t1,...,tN)
to be non-zero. Since this joint probability is a product, if the joint
probability is non-zero, then every term of the product must be greater than
zero. This means that for each n:
P ( xn I c,gn) P ( gn I c 'gn-1' tn-l' tn ) ' g
n
The product in each term of the above sum if non-zero ii :f P(xn I c,gn ) and
P(gn ( c,gn -1,tn,tn-1) are both non-zero. The term P(xn f c,gn ) is non-zero
ff th
	 t 1
	 fl7	 e spec ra	 re
	 actance vector x n 1s poss7ble for vegetation category
c in growth state g
n
.	 The term P(gn c,gn- 7'tn -1't) is non-zero iff the
crop calendar practices of the region being observed allow vegetation of
category c to be in growth state g n
 at time to
 and the rate of growth of
vegetation type c is such that growth gn
 can be reached from state g
n_1 in
j	 the time period from t 	 to t .
t	 n-1	 n
^**1
iii;
.f r:
^z
i
i
Y
i
1
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The set S is called a signature for a category if it contains those
data vectors whose components are spectral reflectances having non-zero
probability for a growth state of a category. We can formalize a definition
of K-th order signature in a way that allovis us to consider K-dimensional
data vectors. Let M specify band wavelangths. Let x = (a l , ... ,aM) E Rai be
a full set of M observed reflectances and denote by (bl,.,. ^^ a B K a
subset of B' c= BK. The K--th order signature is defined with respect to only
those K-tuples of bands in P. The K-th order signature of a category C
S c G x (R x B) K consists of all (2K + l) tuples of growth state,
reflectance, band,	 ., reflectance, and band whose conditional probability
is greatet `han zero
	
S= f(g,(rl,bI),...,(rk,bk)) e G x (R x B) K 	for some
	(bl , ... ,b k ) E B', Rbl,...,bk(rl,...,rk	 9^ C ) ' 01
where the pair (r l ,b l ) denotes reflectance value corresponding band wavelength
so that r  = ab .
i
In an analogous way, a K--th order _observation _relation
e c T x (R x B) K
 consists of all those (2K + l) tuples of observation time,
reflectance, band, . . ., reflectance, and band which have been measured.
	
e= f(t,(rl,bl),...,(rk)bk) e T x (R x B^ K 	 for some
(bl ,
 
... ,b 0 a Wand for some n, t = to and observed
reflectance were r i on bands b i for i = 1,2,...,K}.
At each observation time at most one reflectance value is measured for each
band. (There may be none if there is missing data). Note that the only
K-tuples of reflectance bands used for observations are those ' K-tuples in
t
B'.
The set C of prior constraints relating growth states to observation
times and growth states at earlier times is
C = {(t l ,g l ,to ,go ) in (T x G) 2
 E P( g l
 1 613to3 go) > o and t i > to,
To determine if an observation.e requires us to reject a vegetation
category (that is, determine if [*^] is non-zero), we will determine if for
every n, (l) there exists a growth state g n such that P(x n I c,gn ) is non-zero,
and (2) if the.g n is such that P(gn I c,gn-l,tn-1,tn) is non-zero.
Let H be a subset of T x G so that H associates observation times with
growth states. We define the relation composition of e with H, written e-H
by
s 4H = ((g,(rl,bl),...,(rk,bk) in G x (R x B) K I for some
t o T, {t,{rl,bl),...,(r k , b k ) E e and (t,g) E H}.
If e-H is not a subset of S, then (1) is not satisfied. If OoH is a
subset of S and K = M and H is defined everywhere on T, then (l) is satisfied.
If H x H is a subset of C and H is defined everywhere on T, then (2) is
satisfied.
Given a and S, let us find H so that a-H is a subset of S and H x H is
a subset of C in the case where
C = {(tl'gl'to'go) E (T x G) 2 if tl > to implies gl > gC
and (t l ,g l ) and (to,go ) in C`}
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The table look--up implementation for finding H is as follows. For
each K-tuple (b l , ... ,b K) of bands in B' there is a table T(b1,...,bK}, Which
gives lists of possible growth states for values of reflectances in bands
b1 ,...,b K. These tables together comprise the K-th order signature S. There
is a table C' listing possible growth states for a given observation times.
The implementation works as follows.
FGiven ain T x (R x B) K, the existence of a function satisfying (1) and
(2) is an easy matter to ascertain. Define F(bl,...,bK) by:
`
 F(bl, ... ,bK} = {(t,g) S C' I for some (r	 K1 ,...,rK ) in R ,
(t,rl,bl,...,rK,bK) e e and (g,(r1,b1),...,(rK,bK}) e S1
Then with the properties of e already mentioned, the proposition at the end
of this section states that any H s^ C' satisfying a-H ^ S must be contained
in	 F'(bl,...,bK) and furthermore, the composition
( b 1 ,
 .... b K ) a B'
eo	 F(bl, ... ,bK) must be contained in S.
j	 (b1,...,bK)	 B'
This implies that we can determine the existence of a function satisfying
(1) and (2) by construction. First construct the relation 'W in C' defined by
W =	 F(b1,...,bK)
(b1,...,bK)	 B'
Then construct a monotonic part !-E of V in 14. If this H associates a growth
state for each observation time, then H is a function satisfying (1) and (2).
°-	 Suppose tl
 is the first observation time. Using the table C' we retrieve
a set of possible growth states G
I and we check growth states in G 1 against
observed reflectances until we find the earliest growth state consistent with
`	 the observed reflectances. We check a growth state in G 1
 as follows: For
J
1t^
S'tP
each K-tuple of bands in B' we-enter the corresponding observed reflectances
at t1 into the table T(b1,...,bK) and get back a set of growth states. If
each such set contains the growth state we are considering, the growth state
is consistent with the observed reflectances. At time try, we retrieve a set
of possible growth states and intersect with the set of possible growth
^I
states later than the earliest consistent growth state for t1 to get ^2.
Then find the earliest growth state in G 2 which is consistent with the 	 ,E
observed reflectances at time t2,..,,..,, and so on for each observation
time.
We will now state and prove the proposition mentioned earlier in
this section.
i
Proposition 7
Let e	 T x (R x B } K , S G G x (R x B) K , H	 C' s. [ x G, and B'	 BK.
Define F(b1 ,..., b K) as follows:	 '?
F(b1,...,bK) = {(t> g ) c D'	 for some (r1,...,rK) c RK^	 -kE
(t,r1,b1,...,rK,bK) E e and (g,r 1 ,b 1 .... , rK , b K)	 S}
Suppose we have one set of measurements per observation for one small area of
ground, so that for each t E T and (bl,...,bK) 	 B', there exists exactly one
(s1,,..,sK) c RK such that (t,bl,sl,...,bK,sK)
	
6. Then H a	 F(b1,...,'b'K' .
(b1,...2bK) E B	 i_
if and only if e-H c S.
Proof
Suppose H c	 F(bl ,..., b K) . Let (g,r 1 ,o 1 ,... IrVO K) E eoH.
(b1,...,bK} E B`
Then there exists a t e T such that (t,ri.0 1, ... ' rK ,6 K} e e and (t,g) a H.
Now (t,r1 , A1,:..,rK,AK) E 6 implies ( B 1 , ... ,P K ) E B'. Then (t,g) E H implies ( t , g ) C^--
f^	 F(b,,...,b„)} thus (t,g) E F(87,,..,3v).
!	 5
1}
f,
	 ^i
4
Since (t,g) e F(bl3...,bK), there exists some (sl,...,sK) E R  such that 	 .
(t,s l ,s l , ... $S K-lad E e and (g,sl'sl,...,sK,sK) E S. But (t°Sl2sl3...1SK10K) E e
and (t,rl,sl,...,rK,sK) E e implies s i = ri , i = 1 ,...,K. So we must have
(g ' rI' sI "" ' r K IB K)- E S and a-H si S.
Suppose eoH ^ S. Let (t,g) e H G C'. Let (sl,..s,sK) E B', Since there
is one set of measurements for t, there exists (sl,...,sK) E R  so that
(t,sl,sl,...,sK,sK) a e. Then (t,sl,sl,...,sVaK) E a and (t,g) s H implies
( g ,s l ,0 l 13...5s K' 6K) a eoH c= S. Now (t,g) E C I , (t,sl,sl, ... ,s K >sK) E e and
(g,sl'0l,...3sK20K) E S imply (t,g) E F(sl, ... , sK ). Then
H	 F(s ,...,s ).
(a , ... ,s ) E B' 1	 K
5.3.2 Table Look-Up Rule Implementation (First-Order and No Prior Constraints)
y
In this section we specialize the implementation discussed in Section 5.3.7 for
the first-order signature case with no prior constraints on growth states. A
sufficient condition for 
6 p(x n lcn' gn )pt (gnlcn) to be zero is for p(x n cn ,g n ) = an	 n
for all values of g n . Let x be a K-dimensional spectral reflectance obser-
vation. A sufficient condition for p(xlc,g) = O for all growth values of g
is for there to be no phenological growth stage g which gives a positive
marginal conditional probability for each component of the observed reflec-
tance x. Let PI...K(al,...,aKfc,g) be the probability of observing the K
spectral band reflectance (a l , "IN) from a vegetation of type c in growth
state g. Let P k (ak ic,g) be the marginal probability of observing spectral
reflectance aK
 from band K given vegetation type c and growth stage g. Then
a sufficient condition for PI .... K(al,...,aK1c,g) = O is for P K(a K (c,g) = a
for some spectral band k. If there is no phenological growth state which
gives a positive marginal conditional probability for each component of the
K
observed spectral reflectance ( al , ... , a K ) , then nl {g 1 p 1,(ac k f c,g) > O}
k
	 = .
This leads to the following criteria for eliminating category assignments
which a Bayes rule would also eliminate.
For a given E > 0, define the table by R(k,a,c) _ {gIPk(a,lc,g) L
EI'
Suppose multi-temporal mul l
	-spectral
	 returns of (all,...,aIOD
(a2l ' " '
 'u-20 5
 ... 3 (ON1
 3 ... ,aNd are observed for calendar times t 1 9 ... , tN *
K
Then if	 R(k,an^,c)	 for some n, a Bayes rule could not make the
kr 1	 K -	 ]
assignment to category c. 	 if	 R(k,ank,c*)	 for all n, and for
k 
K (
every c	 c*,	
n	
R(k,a,c) 	 for some n, then a Bayes rule must make
k = I	 nk
'1
the assignment to the unique category c*.
w` 5.3.3 Example
An example easily illustrates the first-order table look-up idea
graphically.	 Figure 15 shows graphs for the tables R(k,a,c).
	 A square
blacked in for coordinates (g,a) means that for the corresponding spectral
value a, the phenological growth stage g belongs to the table R.
	 Suppose
that there are two spectral wavelengths band I and band 2, two categories,
and two times at which observations are taken.
	 Let the spectral observa-
tion for time I be (9,10) and the spectral observation for time 2 be (3,6).
- Examining the tables for category 1, we have
R(1,9,I)
	
--	 {3,5,6,7} '.
R(2,10,I)
	 _ {0,1,2,3,17,18,19} '	 f
R(I,9,l )(__^ R(2, X0,1) 	 _ {3}
This means that the only time the observation (9,10) could occur from cate-
.I gory l is during phenological growth stage 3. 	 Examining the tables for
category 2, we have
„.	 v. R(1,9,2)	 {5,6,7,13,14}
R(2,10,2)	 =	 {0,1 ,7,8,18,191 -
R(1 , g ,2) nR(2,10,7)	 {7}
r._
1	 i, a
S^•
{
;:.	
-	
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r	 5
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This means that the only time the observation (9,10) could occur from cate-
gory 2 is during phenological growth stage 7. So after the first spectral
observation, both categories are still possible.
Now consider the second observation (3,6). By the tables
R(1,3,1) = {13,14}
R(2,6,1) = {6,7,8,9,13,14}
R(1 ,3,1) n R(2,6,1) = {13,141
This means that spectral observation (3,6) is possible for category 1 only
during phenological growth stages 13 and 14.
By the tables
R(1,3,2) = 0,11
R(2,6,2) = {11,121
R(1,3,2) (_^R(2,6,2) =
This means that there is no phenological growth stage for category 2 which
yields the spectral observation (3,6). The conclusion, therefore, is that
the small area ground patch having early spectral return of (9,10) and
later spectral return of (3,6) must be an area of vegetation category 1
observed during its 3 and 13 or 14 phenological growth stages.
If instead of the intersection R(1,3,2) n R(2,6,2) = 0, we had
R(1,3,2)('_^ R(2,6,2) = {4,6}, category 2 would be eliminated because the
spectral reflectance it has at a late calendar time match possible a spec-
tral reflectance for cateaory 2 onl y at earl y ohencloaical growth states 4
10	 20
0
0
a
20
a
20	 BAND 2
CATEGORY 1
i
10
10
9
0
10
10	 20
10
a
20
0
0
a
20
9
t(2 ,a, 2)
4
M
b
0	 g	 0	 9
>	 0	 10	 20	 0	 10	 20
C)	 Figure 15. Figure 15 shows graph'cally the tables R(b,a,c). A square blacked in for
coordinates (g,a) means that for the corresponding a, the nhenolonical growth
stage g belongs to the table R. A growth stage g e R(b,a,c) if and onl y if
Pb (alg,c) > c > 0 for some sneO fied value of G.
Ys
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5.4 Madison County, Iowa Phenological Discrimination Results
Two subimages of the Madison County area were created and preprocessed,
as mentioned in section 3.1. One subimage =contains the Scott Township area,
with 7 corn -fields of ground truth, and will be referred to as the Scott
image. The other subimage contains the Douglas Township area with 5 corn
fields, S soybean fields, and the town of Winterset, and will be referred
to as the Douglas image.
Identification of corn on the Douglas image was initially very poor.
First and second order corn signatures were created using a training set
of 58 randomly chosen pixels of corn on the Scott image. Agricultural
areas and non-agricultural areas were separated well, but corn and soybeans
were confused. First order discrimination between corn and soybeans (as
non-corn), using MSS Bands 4, 5, 6, and all observation times was not
significantly different from random labeling. Second order discrimination
using MSS Band pair (4,5) was somewhat better, but still very poor.
The multi-temporal multi-band observations of corn pixels in a sample
from the Scott image were compared with the observations of corn in a
sample from the Dou g las image. It was noted that there were significant
differences between the two samples. Reflectance values in all four MSS
Bands are higher for Douglas corn on the May 27 observation. This may be
due to a soil color difference between the two areas, as the corn is just
emerging at this time of the year. Also, MSS Bands 6 and 7 reflectances
are consistently higher for Douglas corn than for Scott corn on all four
observation dates. The Douglas corn was more variable looking than the
Scott corn. Because of these differences between corn in the two areas,
it was decided that the poor classification results were due to training
sample inadequacy.
COL = ASSIGNED CAT
ROW = TRUE CAT
RESERVED DEC CORN TOTAL
UNKNOWN 23238 38796 62034
CORN 13 356 369
SOY 45 17 62
TOWN 535 I 536
TOTAL 23831 39170 63001
.r I S
^
r-y
L:a
k
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COL = ASSIGNED CAT
ROW = TRUE CAT
,a
^ vis
r
^I
RESERVED DEC CORN TOTAL
UNKNOWN 40557 21477 62034
CORN 41 328 369
SOY 62 0 62
TOWN 535 1 536
TOTAL 41195 218:6 63001
Table 5.4,2 Contingency table for corn/non-corn discrimination
in Douglas Township. Growth restrictions used in
the discrimination process.
1
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A first order, 16 growth state mean signature was generated using
60 corn pixels from the Douglas image and 53 corn pixels from the Scott
	 .^
image, combined into a sample of 113. Discrmination using this mean
signature was much better. Classification results with a signature width
of 2.5 and using MSS Bands 4, 5, and 6 on all dates are shown in Table
5.4.1. Discrimination with a signature width of 3.0 and restricting
growth state assignments to between (and including) growth states 1 and
4 for the first observation between growth states 5 and 8 for the second
observation time, between growth states 7 and 12 for the third observation
time. and between states 13 and 16 for the fourth observation time during
the classification process gave very good results, as shown in Table 5.4.2.
Nearly all (89%) of the ground truth corn was identified and no soybean
pixels were falsely identified as corn.
The results show the importance of an adequate training sample_. They
also show that limiting the range of possible growth states for each obser-
vation time can reduce errors of commission significantly.
5.5 Identification of '!heat in Morton County Using Phenological Discrimination
14fe o s
An extensive investigation of the use of phenological discrimination was
carried out using the Morton County image. The phenological discrimination
procedure involves a number of choices for the user. The procedure involves
two steps: (1) Creation of the signature mean in the case of first-order
discrimination or the "unfilled" signature for second-order discrimination
and (2) Identification using the signature created in Step 1. The effects of
the choices on the quality of classification will be discussed. The validity
of use of our dynamic programming method for creation of first-order mean
signatures, GM SICK, is also investigated.
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5.5.1 A Discussion of First-Order Phenological Results
Consider the two steps in the first-order discrimination procedure.
In the first step (GRI SIG), the user chooses an input sample to train the
signature and the number of growth states to be characterized in the sig-
nature. In the identification step (PHNIDV), the user chooses the "signa-
ture width" and which MSS Band/observation date combinations to use. The
choice of "signature width" is critical, especially when one is identifying
only one crop class. The larger the "signature width" the more pixels will
be identified as in the crop class_ The percent correct identification
will increase with "width" but at the cost of increased false identifica-
tion. In the identification step, the user also has the option of specifying
a range of allowed growth states for each observation time. A good choice
of these growth state restrictions effectively cuts down on the number of
false classifications, without much reduction in the rate of correct
classification.
Sample adequacy was investigated by comparing the discrimination results
with no growth state restrictions using a sample of 35 wheat averages and
several random samples of individual pixels. The results shown in Table 5.5.1
are somewhat eratic. It seems that a sample of around 100 pixels (about 2.5%
of the ground truth wheat) is of adequate size as discrimination is not much
better for a sample of twice that size.
We have performed 4 identifications of wheat with signatures having 5,
10, 20, and 36 growth states. This is a range of one to seven growth states
per observation time, since w chave five observations of the Morton County test
site. The general shape of the mean signatures with differing numbers of growth
states is the same. Our best discrimination was with a 36 growth state signa-
ture (see Table 5.5.5) with a width of 3.25. Using this signature and all
t 1!:
observation dates, the results were 83% correct identification of ground
truth wheat and 4% false identification. With a 5 growth state signature
with a width of 6.0, the corresponding figures were 79% and 13%. The
improved discrimination shows the usefulness of modeling several growth
states per observation time. Figures 16-20 show the growth state identi-
fication on each date for pixels that were classed as wheat with the 36
growth state signature.
The number of MSS Bands needed for accurate identification was inves-
tigated. Most of our testing of the first-order discrimination procedure
has been done using MSS Bands 4, 5, and 6. However, it has been found that
MSS Bands 4 and 5 are sufficient for good wheat identification. Adding MSS
Band 7 reduced correct classification significantly. It was thought that
perhaps MSS Bands 5 and 7 were more useful for phonological discrimination
of wheat, because they have often been most useful in other discrimination
procedures in classifying an agricultural scene. The identification of wheat
with MSS Bands 5 and 7 using the first-order phenological method turned out
not to be as good as with MSS Bands 4 and 5.
	 e
The possibility of accurate wheat identification with a single channel
of information per observation time was investigated. The phenological
method of discrimination is a process of identifying growth stages. it
seemed likely, then, that a single measure, indicating greenness of the
pixel at the observation tires, would be sufficient for identification of
.	
the crop.	 The four MSS Band values for each observation date were trans-
formed into Kauth greenness (Knuth, 1976)	 scaled	 co fit in the 0-31 integer
^
value range:
KG W	 .514(-.290 MSS4	 - .562 MSS5 + .600 MSS6 + .491 NSS7) + 13.6
i ,
An 'SIP image was created with 25 bands of numerical information: the
four MSS Bands and KG for each of the five observation dates. A first-
order, five-band mean signature of 20 growth states was created using this
image. Wheat was identified using only the Kauth greenness band in the
signature and restricting identification of growth states in the procedure
'	 to 1-4, 5-8, 9-12, 13-16, and 17-20 for the first, second, third, fourth,
i
and fifth observation times. The identification process was run several
times using signature tolerance "widths" ranging from 1.0 to 2.25 and
compared to several runs using MSS Bands 4, 5, and 6. Wheat identificationP	 9
using KG was not as good as identification with two or three MSS Bands.
I`
Good wheat identification depends on the proper choice of growth state
restrictions, especially if a subset of observation times are used. A
description of a run using only two observation tines will illustrate this.
The growth state identifications with a 36 growth state signature allowed were
states 1-5 for observation time 1 and states 10-12 for observation time 2.
The narrow choice of growth states allowed for the second observation time,
f
May 9, is important because winter wheat is mainly distinguished from other
crop types because it is green on the May 9 date. The growth states 10-12 in
the signature had low gray tone values in MSS Band 5, which shows that they
4	 correspond to green states. Eighty-one percent of the ground truth wheat was
{	 identified and 5 percent of the non-wheat cells were falsely labeled wheat.
The best choice of observation times was October 23 and May 9 for first-
f
order discrimination of wheat. The best single observation time turned out
'	 to be May 9, as expected (see ''able 5.5.2) because May 9 is when winter wheat is
green, in constrast to other crops. The October 23 observation turned out to be
the best addition to the May 9 observation (see Table 5.5.3). A third observa-
tion improved results significantly only when wheat was broken into
l.J^
two categories--quickly maturing wheat and slowly maturing wheat. The same
	
T^
36 growth state signature was used to identify both subcategories of wheat,
but with two sets of growth state restrictions (see Table 5.5.4). This
discrimination resulted in a total of 83% of the wheat being identified,
with only 4% false classification.
5.5.2 Discussion of Second-Order Discrimination Results
In the second-order discrimination procedure, the user is -Faced with
choices similar to those that must be made in the first-order procedure. The
"unfilled" second-order signature is created from a growth stare mapping
generated during the creation of a first-order mean signature. The user
therefore chooses the number of growth states and signature training sample
for the second-order signature when creating a first-order mean signature.
In the discrimination step, the user chooses which MSS Band/observation
pairs to use, the amount of "fill" to use on the signature, and ranges of 	 a
allowed growth states for each observation time. The larger the amount of
"fill" the more pixels will be identified as in the crop Cass.
	 1
Second-order phenological discrimination has not been investigated
to the same extent as first-order. The limited testing we have done
3
does not indicate that second-order discrimination is an improvement over
first-order.
5.5.3 Testing the Validity of _Dynamic Programming in First-Order mean
Signature Generation
	 +
Recall that different observation times map into the same growth state in
the construction of the first-order mean signature. In order to test whether
it is good to allow observations from different times to be used in the construc-
tion of growth state, as is allowed in the GNISIG mean first-order signature
routine, an alternate procedure was implemented in program C}IISIG, bet us say
we have Go as the number of growth states per observation time. In each
iteration we define a mapping m: U ,t) -} G which minimizes
	 F
NY
max jx(i,j,t) - u(m(j,t);i)j for each sample j, as in Section 5.1, with	 .t=1 i
the additional restriction that the pair (j,t) must map into one of the growth
states in the set {(t-I)G0+1, (t-l)r0+2, ... ,GCt}. Because these sets are not
overlapping, the method for finding the map ping turns out to be a simple
manipulation.
.k
A few phenological discrimination runs using five observation dates were
made using mean signatures generated by CHISIG, the first-order mean signature
generation program which uses simple minimization. The results were not quite
as good as with runs with GNISIG, with dynamic programmin g . The average stan-
dard deviation by band and growth state for the samples mapped into 20 growth
states by CHISIa is 1.45 compared to are average of 1.42 when the samples are
mapped by GNISIG (see page 34). This demonstrates the validity of combining
(	
observations with different dates in characterizing a si gnature growth state.
5.5.4 An ExpLr- -.nt with Use of Two Signatures for Wheat
The identification of wheat has not been as good as hoped for, with
i
the best results being about 80% correct identification and 5% false
identification. First-order discrimination with a fairly small signature
width results in about half the wheat being identified with a very small
amount of false identification, when appropriate growth state restrictions
^'•	 are used. It was thought that perhaps wheat is better characterized by
two or three signatures with small widths. Our experimentation did not lead
to improved classification, but provides' imsi'g ht*into the properties of the
growth states in the signature.
A sequential procedure was used. Areas of wheat which were poorly
identified by phenological discrimination were examined. It seemed that
there were two types of wheat not being identified. One type was wheat
_	 3
reflectances, especially for MSS Bands 4 and 5 on the May 9 observation.
In order to try to identify these problem areas of "high" and "low" wheat,
signatures were created from samples of wheat not yet identified. A "high"
signature was created from pixels in this sample whose quantized values in
MSS Bands 4 and 5 on the May 9 observation was below a threshold of 6. A
"low" signature was created from pixels whose values in HSS Bands 4 and 5
on the May 9 observation was above B. "Hirsh" and "low" wheat was classified
With these signatures. The details of the procedure are outlined in Table
5.5.5 and the classified image is shown in Figure 21. Note that areas
identified as "high" and "low" wheat are quite distinct.
The areas of."high" and "low" wheat were examined on the aerial
photographs of Morton County. It was noted that small "low" wheat areas
within fields were often near field borders, and are probably weedy areas.
High areas within fields were often in areas that appeared to be high ground
or light-colored, poor soil photographs.
We also investigated the "high" and "low" wheat by looking at field
mean of Kauth greenness (KG) and Kauth soil brightness. Kauth soil bright-
ness is a linear transformation of the MSS Bands, whic`t we rescaled to fit
in the 0-31 value range:
KSB = .522(.433 MSS4 + .632) MSS5 + .586 MSS6 + .264 MSS7)
Fields identified as primarily "high" wheat were areas of high KSB and
about as much KG as field with predominantly "low" wheat, except on the May
9 date when they were "greener."
We investigated further by examining the samples for the "high" and
"low" signature. We looked at a 36 growth stage si gnature created from
it
i'
i
i
t ^-
2
i
71
The explanation which seems most consistent in explaining the "high"
and "low" areas is that "high" areas are poor quality stands of wheat, which
are adversely effected by the dry weather in Morton County in 1974 or by
poor soil. The "lorr" areas are vigorous stands of wheat, or areas with
a lot of weeds. Vigorous stands of wheat mature more slowly than stands
maturing in less than optimal conditions. The dryer fields will be the
first to head, and therefore, look less green on May 9.
5.5.5 Summary and Review of Fhenological Wheat in Morton County, Kansas
In our best phenological discrimination runs, we achieved about 80%
correct identification of wheat with about 5% false identification, with
83% and 4% when all observation dates were used. This is about as good as
wheat identification by the linear discrimination method, which resulted in
84% correct wheat identification and 4% false identification of wheat.
Wheat identification was much better than with the Bayes table look-up
method. In the case of these methods, however, multiple discrimination of
several crops was carried out.
The phenological method identified the wheat fields much better than
unsupervised clustering. This method had trouble identifying wheat fields
that were clustered with summer fallow. As we have mentioned before in
Section 4.3.1, we have suspected that some wheat fields were abandoned.
In the phenological discrimination process, each multi-spectral obser-
vation from a pixel at a single observation time is labeled as part of a
cluster within crop type. The clustering method was desi gned so that each
cluster would contain observations at the same degree of maturity. Our
experimental results are consistent with the interpretations of the clusters,
but not conclusive. There is significant correlation between factors such
as irrigation and growth rate. In order to find out what factors the clusters
are associated with and in order to refine the clustering process, we need
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Figure 16. image of growth state identifications made on the Oct. 23
observation of the Morton County ITS. Growth state restrictions (1-5)
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Figure 12. Image of growth state identifications made on the May 27
observation of the Morton County ITS. Growth state restrictions (1-36)
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Figure 19. Image of growth state identifications made on the June 14
observation of the Morton County ITS. Growth state restrictions (1-•35)
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F= igure 20. Image of growth state identifications rude on the July 2
observation of the Mortort County ITS. Growth state restrictions (1-36)
?7
a.?	 to test the procedure on ground truth with detailed information of crcp
condition and maturity.
1	 The growth state identifications made in the discrimination process
are the earliest growth states consistent with the multi spectral observa-
tions, allowed growth states for observation date, and the requirement that
growth states be chronologically ordered. In order to use the growth state
identification for information on crop maturYty, it might be better to
identify "best" consistent rather than earliest consistent growth states.
Our identification may also be improved if our signature width varies
with band and growth state. tie plan extensive testing of second-order
phenological discrimination and use of first-order phenological signatures
with varying width.
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Figure 21. Identification of Morton County
It
wheat with two signatures: g 'YC,
A = identified as wheat with "high" signature
B = identified as wheat with "low" signature
C = identified as wheat with both signatures
WHEAT SAMPLE
DESCRIPTION
NUMBER OF
GRO14TH STATES
MSS BANDS
USED
SIGNATURE
14IDTH
% CORRECT
IDENTIFICATION
OF WHEAT
% FALSE
IDENTIFICATION
120 pixels 20 4,5,5 2.0 59yo, 2%
35 wheat -Field averages 20 4,5,6 2.0 53% 4%
232 pixels 20 4,5,6 2.0 62% 4%
130 pixels 20 4,5,6 2.0 63% 6%
103 pixels 20 4,5,5 2.0 54% 6%
E
TABLE 5.5.1
SAMPLE ADEQUACY: COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
WITH FIRST--ORDER DISCRIMINATION AND NO USER SPECIFIED GROWTH STATE RESTRICTIONS
Y
91
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR MORTBGCGT - 22 M36SP9DB6 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
36 Growth State Signature
MSS Bands Used - 4,5,6
Tolerance Width - 2.0
Growth State Restrictions:
May 9 (10-12)
COL = ASSIGN CAT
ROW = TRUE CAT
R DEC	 WHEAT GRASS CORN SUFAL GSORG RYE TOTAL TERR °a ERR % SD
UNKWN 8485	 4320 0 0 0 0 0 12805 0 0 0
14HEAT 1167	 `	 2818 0 0 0 0 0 3985 0 0 0
GRASS 742	 286 0 0 0 0 0 1028 286 100 1
CORN 704	 36 0 0 0 0 0 740 36 100 0
SUEAL 3087 {	 40 0 0 0 0 0 3127 40 100 0
GSORG 209T 11 0 0 0 0 0 220 11 100 1
RYE 217 34 0 0 0 0 0 251 34 100 2
TOTAL 14611 7545 0 0 0 0 0 ,22156 407 1	 83 0
mERR 0 407 0 0 0 0 0 407 **** ***** ****
% ERR 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 2 **** ***** ***
Table 5,5,2. Phenological discrimination of Morton County wheat using
only one observation date.
51
 P:
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR MORTSGCGT - 22 M36SP90C8 - I SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
36 Growth State Signature
MSS Sands Used - 4,5,6
j	 Tolerance Width - 3.25
Growth State Restrictions:
October 23 (1-5)
i	 May 9 (10-12)
COL = ASSIGN CAT
ROW = TRUE CAT
ti
i
r
R DEC WHEAT GRASS CORM SUFAL IGSORG RYE TOTAL #ERR % ERR Y SO
UNKWN 821I 4594 0 0 0 0 0 12805 0 0 0
WHEAT ^	 774 3211 0 0 0 0 0 3985 0 0 0
GRASS 1008 20 0 0 0 0 0 1028 20 100 0
CORN 680 60 0 0 0 0 0 740 60 100 1
SUFAL 2992 135 0 0 0 0 0 3127 135 100 0
F GSORG 189 31 0 0 0 0 0 220 31 100 2
RYE 211 40 0 0 0 0 0 251 40 100 2
TOTAL 14065 8091 0 0 0 0 0 22156 286 83 0
7rERR 0 286 0 0 0 0 0 286 **** **** **''*
ERR 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 I *** ***** ****
Table 5.5.3. Phenological discrimination of Morton County wheat using
two observation dates.
f 3`;
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR MORTGGCGT - 22 M36CP2DA4 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
36 Growth State Signature
KISS Bands Used - 4,5,6
Tolerance Width - 3.50
Growth State Restrictions
Slow Wheat:
	
Fast Maturing Wheat:
October 23 (2-6)
	
1-2
May 9 (10-12)
	
14-18
May 23 (15-19)
	
24-27
COL = ASSIGN C,J
ROW = TRUE CAT
R DEC IWHEAT GRASS CORN ISUFAL	 i GSORG RYE	 TOTAL # c%	 ERR	 1 % SD
UNKWN 8049 4756 0 0 0 0 0	 12805 0 0 0
WHEAT 687 3298 0 0 0 0 0	 3985 0 0 0
GRASS 998 30 Q 0 0	 1 0 0 1028 30 100 0^
CORN	 718 22 I	 ^0 0 J 0 0	 i	 740 22 100 0
SUFAL
GSGRG
3004
205
123
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0	 3127
0	 220
123
15
1000
100
0;
1
RYE 211 40 0 0 0 0 0 251 40 100 2
TOTAL 13872 8284 0 0 0 0 0 22156 230 83 0
ERR 0 230 0 0 0 0 0 230 *^** I***** ****
% ERR Q I	 7 0 0 0 0 0 1j`*** ***** ****
Table 5,5.4.	 Phenological discrimination of Morton County wheat using
three observation dates.
R DEC 1WHEATIGRASS CORN SUFAL GSORG RYE
0
TOTAL J #ERR
, 12805 0
^% ERR
0
% SD
0UNK14M 7106 5699 0 0 0 0
0WHEATI 365 3620 0 0 0 3985 0 0 0
GRASS 903 1 125 0 0 0 0 0 1028 125 100 1
CORN 721 19 0 0 0 0 0 740 13 100 0
SUFAL 2823 304 0 0 0 0 0 3127 304 100 0
GSORG 211 9 0 0 0 0 0 220 9 100 1
RYE 206 45 0 0 0 0 0 251 45 100 2
TOTAL 12335 9821 0 0 0 0 0 22156 502 82 0
#`ERR 0 502 0 0 G 0 0 502 **** *** ****
ERR 0 12 0 0 0 U D 2 *** **^** ***'^
3.
AS
U^
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR MORTBGCGT - 22 MC1230DIS -- 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
10 Growth Stage Signatures
MSS Bands Used - 4,5,6
Tolerance Width -- 4.0
Growth State Restrictions
October 23 (1,2)
May 9 (2,4)
May 27 (4,6)
June 14 (6,8)
July 2 (8,10) for one signature only
COL = ASSIGN CAT
ROW = TRUE CAT
-p	
s
Random sample of wheat
First order mean signature file
created by GNISIG
Classified image created Ground truth`
by PHNI DV image
Random sample of wheat not identified] c`'
High reflectance
wheat sample
Lots reflectance
wheat sampl e
"Low" mean signature file +,."Hi g h" mean signature file
created by GNlSIG
	 created by ,^,NISIG	 {`
file containing both
"high" and "low" mean
signatures
Creation of a c'l'assified
image by PHNIDV
I
Table 5.5.6.	 An experiment in identifying wheat with two signatures.
^f
!
i
^57-
li	
AVERAGES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
^3ROWTH STATE I WITH 8 SAMPLES t,ROWTH STATE i3 WITH 8 SAMPLES GROWTH STATE 25 WITH 15 SAMPLES
201.12 1-4.25 1_ .z5^ m^i^l. 17 6.00	 6.25 11. 37 15. 371 5.8712-33 	 13.87 16.87
0. x3 0. ?7 0. 43 1.54 1.41	 1.20 1.22 0. 86 1. 1 1^ 	 0.72 1.26 1.02
I-SW-VTH STATE 2 WITH 24 SAMPLES CiROWTH STATE 14 WITH 23 SAIlfLES GROWTH STATE 2V WITH t5 SIMPLES
19. 17 21. 87 11. 54 20.50 8.26	 °. 87 10.91 13.09 15. 47	 16.20 14. ?3 15.53
1. 07 1.05 0. 58 1. 41 0 '?4	 0. 0 0. 78 0: 1.26	 1. 28 1. 24 1. 71	 ..
^	 4
GROWTH STATE 3 WITH 13 SAMPLES GROWTH STATE 15 WITH 10 SA'SPL ES L',KUTH STATE 27 WITH 10 SAMPLES
15. 15 1 S. 15 11.69 22-92 5. 6,0	 5. 90 15. 50 15.90 11.90	 13.90 16.20 19. 80
1. 17 1.23 0.61 1.38 1.02
	 1.04 0.67 1.22 0. '^4	1.04 0.60 0.60
GROWTH STATE 4 WITH 20 SAMPLES GROWTH STATE IA WITH 28 SAMPLES -ROWTH STATE 28 WITH 13 SAMPLES
17.00 19.95 10.70 18. 15 8 18	 9.50 15,71 15.07 13. 31	 14. 31 15. ?2 17.08
0.v9 1. i6 0.46 0. S5 1. 00	 1.05 0.92 0. 34 1.54	 1.6$ 1.59 1. 64
;ROWTH :TATS c WITH 1	 'AMF'LE'S GROWTH STATE 17 WITH 7 SAMPLES GROWTH STATE 29 WITH 22 SAMPLES
14.00 17.54 it. 08 20. o 7.29	 S. 57 12 86 12.00 14. 32	 15.27 17.50 19.50
1. 41 1.34 0.62 1. 37 4.88	 1. 18 0.64 1.07 0. 82 	 0.91 1.08 0. 99
:RGWTH STATE ,6 WITH 15 SAMPLES GROWT.i STATE IS WITH 24 '=AMPLE': GROWTH STATE '.4 WITH 6 SAMPLES
1S. 20 18.87 10.07 14.40 8 r6	 10.42 17.21 i:. 79 14.50	 15, 17 21.83 20.50
1.60 0.96 0.85 1.50 1.02	 0. ?5 0.96 0. 96 1.71	 0.69 1.07 0.96
:ROWTH STATE 7 WITH 3 SAMPI ES GROWTH STATE 19 WITH 16 SAMPLES GROWTH :TATE 31 'silty 13 SAMPLES
9. 67 13.67 4..51 17. 00 9. 31	 10. 75 16. 81 17,94 15. 46	 16. 15 19.69 21.08
0.94 0.94 0.47 1,41 0.92	 1. +:3 1. 13 0. 1. %?	 0.77 0.61 1.07
GROWTH ':TATE S WITH 6 SAMPLES GROWTH STATE 20 WITH 22 SAMPLE; GROWTH STATE 32 WITH 7 SAMPLES
11.50 16.33 3. r3 9. 33 11. 18	 12_ `o 17.95 17.55 18. 43	 17.71 18.29 21. 00
0.76 0.75 0.47 0.47 0.89	 1.03 0.98 1.08 0.73	 0.38 0.88 1.41
GROWTH STATE Q WITH 4 SAMPLES GKWTH STATE 21 WITH 7 SAMPLES I.iWIWTH STATE "s, WITH 9 'ALES
u. 50 15. N 7. 50 6.75 9. 7 1	 12. 00 7.43 3. 14 17. 22	 18. 00 '?0. 33 21-44
0. 87 1. 00 0.50 0.43 1. 16	 1.07 0.73 0.64 0.79	 0.32 0 47 0.68
.ROWTH STATE i0 WITH 53 SAMPLES GROWTH STATE 22 WITH 11 SAMPLES GROWTH STATE 34 WITH 9 SAMPLES
6. 68 7. 21 9.26 12 13 9.32	 10.91 14.09 16.55 18.00	 17.44 223. 11 23. 33
0.84
f
0. S5 0.85 0.70 0.72	 1.08
'
0.51 0.66 1. 25	 0.96 1.29 1.49
GROWTH STATE 11 WITH 25 SA*t-_-c GROWTH STATE 23-WITH ° SAMPLES GROWTH STATE 35 WITH 16 SAMPLES
3.76 3.58 7. ;;8 12. 64 12-00	 14.37 9.87 10.25 19.94	 19.37 21. t 6 21.69
1.34 1.53 1. 42 1. 13 4.71	 0. M 1.62 1.64 1.20	 0.93 1. 14 1.21
jROWTH STATE 12 WITH 7 SAMPLES GROWTH STATE 24 WITH 11 SAMPLES GROWTW STATE 36 WITH 29 '3AMFLES
Z29 1. 86 13. 29 14.00 10.73	 12 36 15.09 17.45 2172l 	 20. 6? 23. ?^) 4. 03
1. 16 1.25 0. 45 1.07 0. 62	 0.64 0.79 0.:a9 1. 11	 1.	 18 1. 18 1. ?2
 1
1
1
Table 5.5.7. The averages (which constitute mean signature) 	 and standard
deviation by growth state and MSS band of subsamples of a
106 wheat p ixel	 sample of the Morton County Intensive Test
Site.
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6.0 GROUND TRUTH EVALUATION FOR MORTON COUNTY
After our experimentation with the Morton County data, we found out
that the U.S. Department of Agriculture/Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service takes field surveys in the LACIE intensive Test
Sites. The Morton County ASCS Office sent us a copy of the 1974 Land
Use Inventory for the Morton County LACIE Intensive Study Site, along
with a copy of the 1973.1974• Ground Truth Data Package which provided
instructions for its completion.
We have been able to confirm some of our ideas about the ground truth
fields. About 20% of the ground truth wheat acrea ge on the Morton ITS
was abandoned due to drought or destroyed by insects (see Appendix H).
These fields correlated highly with areas that were poorly identified by
our phenological classifier. Some of these fields were also clustered with
summer fallow in our unsupervised clustering images. Fertilized and
irrigated fields constitute about 24% of the wheat acreage on the Morton
County ITS. These fields correlate very well with areas we identified with
as "low" signature in Section 5.4.1.4.
UL
4
°:F
v 7.0	 RECOMMENDATIONS
The phenological method seems to be about as good for crop discrimina-
tionas more traditional methods of crop classification.	 Our testing has
b,
been limited to two sites; more extensive studies need to be done in order
to evaluatehenolo ical classification adequately. 	 Also	 the method needsP	 g
to be refined to improve its ability to show the degree of maturity of the
crop on the observation dates. 	 In particular:
(1) Phenological discrimination needs to be tested on sites for which
' detailed ground truth is available.
	
Surveys of crop condition and growth
state can be used to evaluate the phenological growth stage identifications.
z`
(2) The signature can be refined. 	 One possibility is to construct
first-order signatures, allowing the signature width to vary with band and
growth state.
(3) The identification rule used in therocess of phenological dis-`p	 p	 g ^
crimination can be modified so that the "best" growth state identification
is rude, rather than first possible.
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APPENDIX A
Precipitation and temperature graphs for 1974 for the five test sites.
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APPENDIX B
Rice County T^-XIE Intensive Study Site
Computer :-impatible ta pe coordinates
FR 230	 LR 429
FC 230	 L,C 129
16 Bands of ERTS data from 4 dates:
October 21, 1973
April 18, 197+
June 12, 1974
July 18, 197=:
ERTS observation ID's:
"I ^i^S^^ ^^l'^`J
	 E+'of'orcnr^a cf^PT1p^
1634-16344
1689-16382
1725-16374
Rotation and distortion parameters for ground truth bands to overly ERTS
bands. 1
+ 16.50 Rotation
Vertical Stretch	 .0875 pet/pel at upper left.
Horizontal Stretch	 .05714 pel/pel at upper left.
Soil types taken from map of Rice County reconnaissance soil conservation
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C., 1946.
Crop types were identified from land use data collected by ASCS, June,
1974, prepared by FSO, Carto6raphic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
SLO JSC/i+ASA, Houston, Texas, September 1974,
:s
APPENDIX C
Morton County LACIE Intensive Study Site
Computer compatible tape coordinates
FR 160	 LR 359
FC 270	 LC 469
20 Banos of ERTS data from 5 dates:
October 23, 1973
May 9, 1974
May 27, 1974
J une 14, 1974
July 2, 1974
ERTS observations ID's:
1457-16551 [reference scene]
1655-16512
1673-16505
1691-16501
1709-16494
rn--c t_ 
__ -t -Rotation and dist ortion parameters for grour.6 rtufft uunu' ^ iu uvcitu y c.i%t., Uwiva.
+ 15.7o
 Rotation
Vertical Stretch .116 peI/pel at upper left
Horizontal Stretch .05714 peI/peI at upper left
Soil types taken from map of Mor ton County reconnoissance soil conservation
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C. 1947.
Crop types were identified from landuse data collected by ASCS, June, 1974,
prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
S & AD JSC/NASA, Houston, Texas, September, 1974.
APPE.'DXX D
Saline County LACIE Intensive Study Site
Computer compatible tape coordinates
FR 300	 LR h19
Fc 160	 LC 239
12 Bands of ERTS data from 3 dates:
October 20, 19-3
April 18, 1974
July 17, 1974
ERTS obser'v'ation 1D's:
145h-16374 [reference scene]
1634.-16341
1724—i6313
Rozation and aiS'u^'Uvii ^JCSt'ruiCicto xili 6iviiiau viN4u w; :^.;	 "^^^^' ERrf+S^*
bands.
+ 16.00 Rotation
Vertical Stretch	 0.1 pel/pel at upper left.
Horizontal Stretch 0.05714 pet./pel at upper Left.
Soil types taken from map of Saline County reconnaissance soil conservation
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washi,nb on, D. C. 1946,
Crop types were identified from land use data ccllected by ASCS ; June,
1974, prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
S&AD JSC/ir'ASA, Houston, Texas, September 1974
IAPPENDIX E
Finney County LACIE Intensive Study Site
Computer compatible tope coordinates
FR 255	 LR 400
FC 180	 LC 395
20 Bands of ERTS data from 5 dates:
ERTS Observation ID's Date
1456-16551 Oct. 23, 1973
1636-16460 Apr. 20, 1974
1654-16453 May 8, 1974
1672-16450 May 26, 1974
1708-16435 July I, 1974
Notation and distortion parameters for ground truth bands to overlay ERTS bands.
+ 16.20
 Rotation
.116 pel/pel vertical stretch at upper left
.05714 pel/pel horizontal stretch at upper left
Soil types taken from mop of Finney County reconnaissance soil conservation
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C. 1947.
Crop types were identified from landuse data collected by ASCS, June, 1974,
prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
S $ AD JSC/NASA, Houston, Texas, September, 1974.
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APPENDIX F
Ellis County LACIE Intensive Study Site
Com pOer compatible tape coordinates
20 Bands of ERTS data from 4 dates:
ERTS Observation ID's' Dates
1455-16432 Oct. 21, 1973
1689-16382 Mar, 24, 1974
1672-16444 May 26, 1974
1726-16425 July 19, 1974
Rotation and distortion parameters for ground truth bands to overlay ERTS bands.
Soil types taken from map of Ellis County reconnaissance soil conservation
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C. 1947.
Crop types were identified from lcnduse data collected by ASCS, June, 1974,
prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
S & AD JSC/NASA, Houston, Texas, September, 1974.
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APPE14DIX G
4	 Madison County, Iowa, area:
16 bands of ERTS-I data from 4 dates:
27 May 1975
20 July 1975
7 .August 1975
12 September 1975
ERTS observation ID's:
2125-16213
2179-16213
2179-16210
2233-16203
14EATHER SUMMARY FOR MADISON COUNTY, IOWA
TEMPERATURE PRECIPITATION
DEPARTURE DEPARTURE
MONTH AVERAGE FROM NORMAL TOTAL FROM NORMAL
March 27.70F -8.10F 1.79" -0.35"
April 44.50F -6.10F 3.58" 0.54"
May 62.10F 0.80F 4.45" 0.33"
June 68.90F -1.20F 9.62" 4.35"
July 74.10F -0.50F 0.48" -2.94"
August 74.20F 1.20F 6.36" 2.18"
September 58.10F -6.10F 4.81" 1.28"
i
Field Conditions Extrapolated from Daily Precipitation and
Temperature Records
5/27/75 - Last day of significant rain was 5/8/75
Fields should be dry, hot.
7/20/75 - 0.02 inches rain reported on this date
Fields dry, hot.
8/7/75 - Fields dry, hot.
9/12/75 - 0.90 inches rain on the preceding day, O.15 inches
rain on this date
Fields should be wet.
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APPENDIX H
ERRORS IN WHEAT GROUND TRUTH DUE TO CROP FAILURES*
FIELD NUMBER ACRES REMARKS
17 120.0 Destroyed by green bulls
40 54.4 Failed wheat -- not harvested
55 84.5 Cutworm damage; partially harvested
56 156.0 Poor quality stand; 80 acres sprayed for weeds
66 159.2 40 acres was continuous cropped; yielded only
six bushes per acre
99 112.0 East side continuous cropped; plowed up in March
due to drought
108 147.1 Continuous cropped, 2.0 bushels per acre yield
for 50 acres; balance was abandoned due to severe
drought
125 156.8 Continuous cropped; 50 acres harvested and balance
abandoned
128 27.8 Failed to water adequately; estimate 8590 loss
153 154.0 5090 drought and insect damage
155 71.9 Approximately 10 acres of north side destroyed
by green bugs
198 75.8 Severe drought damage
*Data obtained from 1974 Land Use Inventory for the Morton County LACIE
Intensive Study Site (USDA/ASCS) Horton County Office, Elkhart, Kansas.
